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Road to Valor
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The true story of Kim Philby, the Cold War's most infamous
spy, from the master espionage writer and author of The Spy and the Traitor. Who was Kim Philby?
Those closest to him—like his fellow MI6 officer and best friend since childhood, Nicholas Elliot, and the
CIA’s head of counterintelligence, James Jesus Angleton—knew him as a loyal confidant and an
unshakeable patriot. Philby was a brilliant and charming man who rose to head Britain’s
counterintelligence against the Soviet Union. Together with Elliott and Angleton he stood on the front
lines of the Cold War, holding Communism at bay. But he was secretly betraying them both: He was
working for the Russians the entire time. Every word uttered in confidence to Philby by his colleagues in
the West made its way to Moscow, leading countless missions to their doom and subverting American
and British attempts to subdue the Soviet threat. So how was this cunning double-agent finally exposed?
In A Spy Among Friends, Ben Macintyre expertly weaves the heart-pounding tale of how Philby almost
got away with it all—and what happened when he was finally unmasked. Based on personal papers and
never-before-seen British intelligence files, this is Ben Macintyre’s epic telling of one of the greatest
spy stories ever, a Cold War history that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

Ben Macintyre's World War II Espionage Files
The inspiring, against-the-odds story of Gino Bartali, the cyclist who made the greatest comeback in
Tour de France history and secretly aided the Italian resistance during World War II Gino Bartali is best
known as an Italian cycling legend who not only won the Tour de France twice but also holds the record
for the longest time span between victories. In Road to Valor, Aili and Andres McConnon chronicle
Bartali’s journey, from an impoverished childhood in rural Tuscany to his first triumph at the 1938 Tour
de France. As World War II ravaged Europe, Bartali undertook dangerous activities to help those being
targeted in Italy, including sheltering a family of Jews and smuggling counterfeit identity documents in
the frame of his bicycle. After the grueling wartime years, the chain-smoking, Chianti-loving, 34-yearold underdog came back to win the 1948 Tour de France, an exhilarating performance that helped unite
his fractured homeland. Based on nearly ten years of research, Road to Valor is the first book ever
written about Bartali in English and the only book written in any language to explore the full scope of
Bartali’s wartime work. An epic tale of courage, resilience, and redemption, it is the untold story of one
of the greatest athletes of the twentieth century.

Blood Done Sign My Name
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This true-life thriller describes Juan Pujol, a poultry farmer who opposed the Nazis and concocted a
series of staggering lies that lead to his becoming one of Germany's most valued spies, while actually
acting as a double-agent for the Allies. 35,000 first printing.

Virgil on the Nature of Things
A project manager must not only master methods and processes, but also have the ability to deal with
new, unexpected and critical situations. The book deals with these challenges, the passion for projects
and the creativity which is required in order to lead projects and bring them to a successful conclusion.
Experienced project managers report on exciting tasks in various countries, daily life as project
managers and about their personal experiences and learning effects. Readers will experience the
fascinating appeal of the job of a "project manager", which also means constantly being prepared to get
into a new task. Furthermore, the book provides ideas about how to overcome social, cultural,
organisational, financial, bureaucratic or other hurdles. Not only classic project managers - engineers
and economists -, but also lawyers or industrial engineers, who work in projects or are interested in
project work, will be inspired by this book, how personal commitment and professional, organisational
and social capabilities combine to form this unique profession.

The Englishman's Daughter
From the internationally celebrated, bestselling author of The Spy and the Traitor, A Spy Among
Friends, and Rogue Heroes comes an extraordinary account of the most successful--and certainly the
strangest--deception ever carried out in World War II. Near the end of WWII, two British naval officers
came up with a brilliant and slightly mad plan to mislead the Nazi armies about where the Allies would
attack southern Europe. To carry out the plan, they would have to rely on the most unlikely of secret
agents: a dead man. Ben Macintyre's dazzling, critically acclaimed, bestselling book chronicles the
extraordinary story of what happened after British officials planted this dead body--outfitted in a British
military uniform with a briefcase containing false intelligence documents--in Nazi territory, and how
this secret mission fooled Hitler into changing military positioning, paving the way for the Allies to
overtake the Nazis.

ANZAC Sons
Traces the career of an MI5 double agent who conducted dangerous assignments during World War II,
describing his efforts to support England and his relationship with a German handler that led to his
receipt of the Iron Cross for services to the Reich.

Parasitic-Aware Optimization of CMOS RF Circuits
For readers of World War II history, espionage, fans of John le Carré and Alan Furst, and of Ben
Macintyre's more recent books. Eddie Chapman was a charming criminal, a con man, and a philanderer.
He was also one of the most remarkable double agents Britain has ever produced. In 1941, after training
as German spy in occupied France, Chapman was parachuted into Britain with a revolver, a wireless,
and a cyanide pill, with orders from the Abwehr to blow up an airplane factory. Instead, he contacted
M15, the British Secret service, and for the next four years, Chapman worked as a double agent, a lone
British spy at the heart of the German Secret Service. Inside the traitor was a man of loyalty; inside the
villain was a hero. The problem for Chapman, his spymasters, and his lovers was to know where one
persona ended and the other began. Based on recently declassified files, Agent Zigzag tells Chapman's
full story for the first time. It's a gripping tale of loyalty, love, treachery, espionage, and the thin and
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shifting line between fidelity and betrayal.

Agent Sonya
The dramatic events behind the film Bridge of Spies. Bridge of Spies is a gripping, entertaining, hairraising and comical story, which moves effortlessly from the hardware of high-flying planes and new
missiles to the geopolitics of the nuclear stand-off and through the poignant personal stories of its central
protagonists: Powers, the all-American hero, blacklisted for not having killed himself on his descent to
earth; a KGB spy who has spent aimless and lonely years achieving nothing in the US; and the opposing
leaders Khrushchev and Eisenhower, both trapped in a spiral of confrontation neither wants. Telling the
true story that inspired Le Carré's famous scene, Bridge of Spies is a brilliant take on the absurdity and
heroism of the Cold War days that will appeal to a new generation of readers unfamiliar with the history
but drawn in by the compelling and vividly recreated narrative.

Flesh and Bone
"Daddy and Roger and 'em shot 'em a nigger." Those words, whispered to ten-year-old Tim Tyson by
one of his playmates in the late spring of 1970, heralded a firestorm that would forever transform the
small tobacco market town of Oxford, North Carolina. On May 11, 1970, Henry Marrow, a 23-year-old
black veteran, walked into a crossroads store owned by Robert Teel, a rough man with a criminal record
and ties to the Ku Klux Klan, and came out running. Teel and two of his sons chased Marrow, beat him
unmercifully, and killed him in public as he pleaded for his life. In the words of a local prosecutor:
"They shot him like you or I would kill a snake." Like many small Southern towns, Oxford had barely
been touched by the civil rights movement. But in the wake of the killing, young African Americans
took to the streets, led by 22-year-old Ben Chavis, a future president of the NAACP. As mass protests
crowded the town square, a cluster of returning Vietnam veterans organized what one termed "a military
operation." While lawyers battled in the courthouse that summer in a drama that one termed "a Perry
Mason kind of thing," the Ku Klux Klan raged in the shadows and black veterans torched the town's
tobacco warehouses. With large sections of the town in flames, Tyson's father, the pastor of Oxford's allwhite Methodist church, pressed his congregation to widen their vision of humanity and pushed the town
to come to terms with its bloody racial history. In the end, however, the Tyson family was forced to
move away. Years later, historian Tim Tyson returned to Oxford to ask Robert Teel why he and his sons
had killed Henry Marrow. "That nigger committed suicide, coming in here wanting to four-letter-word
my daughter-in-law," Teel explained. The black radicals who burned much of Oxford also told Tim their
stories. "It was like we had a cash register up there at the pool hall, just ringing up how much money we
done cost these white people," one of them explained. "We knew if we cost 'em enough goddamn money
they was gonna start changing some things." In the tradition of To Kill a Mockingbird, Blood Done Sign
My Name is a classic work of conscience, a defining portrait of a time and place that we will never
forget. Tim Tyson's riveting narrative of that fiery summer and one family's struggle to build bridges in a
time of destruction brings gritty blues truth, soaring gospel vision, and down-home humor to our
complex history, where violence and faith, courage and evil, despair and hope all mingle to illuminate
America's enduring chasm of race. From the Hardcover edition.

The Last Word
The incredible story of the greatest female spy in history, from one of Britain's most acclaimed
historians - available for pre-order now In the quiet Cotswolds village of Great Rollright in 1945, an
elegant housewife emerged from her cottage to go on her usual bike ride. A devoted wife and mother-ofthree, Mrs Burton seemed to epitomise rural British domesticity. However, rather than pedalling towards
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the shops with her ration book, she was racing through the Oxfordshire countryside to gather scientific
intelligence from one of the country's most brilliant nuclear physicists. Secrets that she would transmit to
Soviet intelligence headquarters via the radio transmitter she was hiding in her outdoor privy. Far from a
British housewife, Mrs Burton - born Ursula Kuczynski, and codenamed 'Sonya' - was a German Jew, a
dedicated communist, a colonel in Russia's Red Army, and a highly-trained spy. From planning an
assassination attempt on Hitler in Switzerland, to spying on the Japanese in Manchuria, and helping the
Soviet Union build the atom bomb, Sonya conducted some of the most dangerous espionage operations
of the twentieth century. Her story has never been told - until now. Agent Sonya is the exhilarating
account of one woman's life; a life that encompasses the rise and fall of communism itself, and altered
the course of history. 'Macintyre does true-life espionage better than anyone else' John Preston

Behind Enemy Lines
He was GARBO to the Allies and ALARIC to the Germans – the most successful double agent of the
Second World War. Indeed, his spy network across Britain was so highly regarded that he was decorated
for his achievements by both sides. Throughout the war, GARBO kept the Germans supplied with
reports from his ring of twenty-four agents. Hitler’s spymasters never discovered or even suspected a
double-cross, but all the agents in GARBO’s network existed solely in his imagination. In one of the
most daring espionage coups of all time, GARBO persuaded the enemy to hold back troops that might
otherwise have defeated the Normandy landings on D-Day; without him, the Second World War could
have taken a completely different course. For decades, GARBO’s true identity was a closely guarded
secret. After the war, he vanished. Years later, after faking his own death, Juan Pujol García was
persuaded by the author to emerge from the shadowy world of espionage, and in this new edition of his
classic account, now updated to include his agents’ original MI5 files, GARBO reveals his unique story.

No Ordinary Joes
LIBERTY LADY is the true story of a WWII bomber and its crew forced to land in neutral Sweden
during the Eighth Air Force's first large-scale daylight bombing raid on Berlin. 1st Lt. Herman Allen
was interned and began working for his country's espionage agency, the OSS, with instructions to
befriend a businessman suspected of selling secrets to the Germans. Soon Herman fell in love with a
beautiful Swedish-American secretary working for the OSS, their courtship unfolding amid the glamour
and intrigue of wartime Stockholm. As Swedish newspapers trumpeted one of the biggest spy scandals
of the war, two of the main protagonists walked down the aisle in a storybook wedding presided over by
the nephew of the King of Sweden.

Operation Mincemeat
SPIES OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN is the true story of legendary British safecracker and spy Eddie
Chapman, the British Double Cross Spy System, and Norwegian female Resistance operatives Dagmar
Lahlum and Annemarie Breien. Known as Agent Zigzag, the most remarkable double agent of WWII,
the fearless and roguishly handsome Chapman fell in love with and spied alongside the stunning 20-yearold model Dagmar Lahlum in Occupied Norway. Based upon recently released historical records from
British and Norwegian archives, this WWII adventure and romance tale illuminates for the first time the
intimate relationship between the two spy-lovers as well as the wartime exploits of Lahlum, Breien, and
the Norwegian Resistance to liberate Norway and combat the Gestapo's bloodhound investigator,
Siegfried Fehmer. The contributions of Dagmar Lahlum and Annemarie Breien to the Allied war effort
are many and incontrovertible--and yet history has never properly recognized these courageous
Resistance women for their achievements. Until now. This book is their story and the story of the
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colorful Eddie Chapman in their efforts to defeat the Nazis.

The Man Who Would Be King
After Bart King interviewed hundreds of the wisest guys and smartest alecks for The Big Book of Boy
Stuff, something awesome happened: the book became a classic! Hailed by critics and kids alike, it has
sold hundreds of thousands of copies, and even won awards. In this updated and redesigned tenth
anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Within these pages, boys can find a
myriad of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. Bart King, the veteran of many
water balloon wars, taught middle school for many years. He’s written other cool books, including The
Big Book of Superheroes, The Pocket Guide to Girl Stuff, and The Big Book of Gross Stuff. Visit his
website at www.bartking.net.

Forgotten Fatherland
Documents the stories of four World War II prisoners of war who were tortured by their Japanese
captors, describing the events that led to their imprisonment, the brutal conditions that forged their deep
bond and their considerable struggles to re-acclimate to civilian life. Reprint.

The Big Book of Boy Stuff
“Ben Macintyre’s rollicking, spellbinding Agent Zigzag blends the spy-versus-spy machinations of John
le Carré with the high farce of Evelyn Waugh.”—William Grimes, The New York Times (Editors’
Choice) “Wildly improbable but entirely true . . . [a] compellingly cinematic spy thriller with
verve.”—Entertainment Weekly NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW
YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND THE WASHINGTON POST Eddie Chapman was a charming
criminal, a con man, and a philanderer. He was also one of the most remarkable double agents Britain
has ever produced. In 1941, after training as German spy in occupied France, Chapman was parachuted
into Britain with a revolver, a wireless, and a cyanide pill, with orders from the Abwehr to blow up an
airplane factory. Instead, he contacted M15, the British Secret service, and for the next four years,
Chapman worked as a double agent, a lone British spy at the heart of the German Secret Service. Inside
the traitor was a man of loyalty; inside the villain was a hero. The problem for Chapman, his spymasters,
and his lovers was to know where one persona ended and the other began. Based on recently declassified
files, Agent Zigzag tells Chapman’s full story for the first time. It’s a gripping tale of loyalty, love,
treachery, espionage, and the thin and shifting line between fidelity and betrayal.

Agent Garbo
Arriving in Paris on the eve of the Munich Appeasement in 1938, Hollywood star Frederic Stahl is
unwittingly entangled in the region's shifting political currents when he discovers that his latest film is
linked to the destinies of fascists, German Nazis and Hollywood publicists. By the author of Spies of the
Balkans. 75,000 first printing.

Spies of the Midnight Sun
"Well dear Jim it breaks my heart to write this letter. Our dear [brother] was killed yesterday morning at
5.30. The bullet killed him instantly and he never spoke a word. I had just left him and gone down the
trench to see the other lads when I was called back. Oh Jim it is awful…Oh I do hope he is the last… " It is
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April 27, 1918, Jim’s brother writes from the battlefields of France. Of five brothers serving on the
Western Front, three have given their lives; another has been hospitalised. Six agonising months of
brutal warfare were yet to be endured. The Great War was a senseless tragedy. Its long shadow darkened
the four corners of the world. In Mologa, Victoria, once a bustling community, stands a lonely stone
memorial. Etched within the granite are the names of the Marlow brothers and their mates; a testament
to ordinary people who became heroes. ANZAC Sons is composed from a collection of over five
hundred letters and postcards written by the brothers who served. From the training grounds of Victoria,
Egypt and England, to the Western Front battlefields - Pozieres, Bullecourt, Messines, Menin Road,
Passchendaele, Villers-Bretonneux and the village battles of 1918 – this compelling true story was
compiled by the granddaughter of a surviving brother. She takes us on her journey as she walks in the
footsteps of her ancestors. This is a story of mateship, bravery and sacrifice; it is a heartbreaking account
of a family torn apart by war. It is a pledge to never forget.

Agent Zigzag
Agent Zigzag and Operation Mincemeat, two thrilling accounts of World War II espionage, are available
together as an ebook—with an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Double Cross. AGENT
ZIGZAG • “Wildly improbably but entirely true . . . [a] compellingly cinematic spy thriller with
verve.”—Entertainment Weekly Eddie Chapman was a charming criminal, a con man, and a philanderer.
He was also one of the most remarkable double agents Britain has ever produced. Inside the traitor was a
man of loyalty; inside the villain was a hero. The problem for Chapman, his spymasters, and his lovers
was to know where one persona ended and the other began. Based on recently declassified files, Agent
Zigzag tells Chapman’s full story for the first time. It’s a gripping tale of loyalty, love, treachery,
espionage, and the thin and shifting line between fidelity and betrayal. OPERATION MINCEMEANT •
“Brilliant and almost absurdly entertaining.”—The New Yorker Near the end of World War II, two
British naval officers came up with a brilliant and slightly mad scheme to mislead the Nazi armies about
where the Allies would attack southern Europe. To carry out the plan, they would have to rely on the
most unlikely of secret agents: a dead man. Ben Macintyre’s dazzling, critically acclaimed bestseller
chronicles the extraordinary story of what happened after British officials planted this dead
body—outfitted in a British military uniform with a briefcase containing false intelligence documents—in
Nazi territory, and how this secret mission fooled Hitler into changing military positioning, paving the
way for the Allies to overtake the Nazis.

Experiencing Project Management
From the bestselling, acclaimed author of A Spy Among Friends, The Spy and the Traitor, and Rogue
Heroes, the fascinating story of Elisabeth Nietzsche's maniacal attempt to found a utopian colony in the
jungles of Paraguay in the late nineteenth century. In 1886 Elisabeth Nietzsche, the bigoted, imperious
sister of the famous philosopher, founded a "racially pure" colony in Paraguay together with her
husband, anti-Semitic agitator Bernhard Förster, and a band of fair-skinned fellow Germans. In 1991
Ben Macintyre tracked down the survivors of Nueva Germania, as the colony was called, and found a
strange, tight-lipped people, still interbreeding to the point of genetic deterioration. Digging into recently
opened German archives, Macintyre tells how Elisabeth, who returned to Germany in 1893, grafted her
anti-Semitic, nationalist ideas onto her brother's philosophy, building a mythic cult around him.
Elisabeth later became a mentor to Hitler; her stately funeral in 1935 was attended by a tearful Führer.
Laced with mordant irony, Macintyre's brilliant piece of investigative journalism adds weight to the
view, shared by many scholars, that the Nazis' use of Friedrich Nietzsche's ideas to justify their evil
deeds and doctrines was a perversion of his thought.
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Rogue Heroes
Karl Marlantes’s debut novel Matterhorn, a New York Times Notable Book and winner of the Center
for Fiction’s Flaherty-Dunnan First Novel Prize, has been hailed as a modern classic of war literature. In
his new novel, Deep River, Marlantes turns to another mode of storytelling—the family epic—to craft a
stunningly expansive narrative that is no less rich and honest in its depiction of human suffering,
courage, and reinvention. Born into a farm family in late nineteenth-century Finland, the three Koski
siblings—Ilmari, Matti, and Aino—are brought up on the virtue of maintaining their sisu in the face of
increasing hardship, especially after their nationalist father is arrested by imperial Russian authorities,
never to be seen again. Lured by the prospects of the Homestead Act, Ilmari and Matti set sail for
America, and the politicized young Aino, haunted by the specter of betrayal after her Marxist cell is
disastrously exposed, follows soon after. Not far from the majestic Columbia River and in the shadow of
Douglas firs a hundred meters high, the brothers have established themselves among a logging
community in southern Washington, and it is here, in the New World, that each sibling comes into their
own—Ilmari as the family’s spiritual rock; Matti as a fearless logger and the embodiment of the
entrepreneurial spirit; and Aino as a fiercely independent woman and union activist who, time and again,
sacrifices for the political beliefs that have sustained her through it all. Layered with fascinating
historical detail, this is a novel that breathes deeply of the sun-dappled forest and bears witness to the
stump-ridden fields the loggers, and the first waves of modernity, leave behind. At its heart, Deep River
is an extraordinarily ambitious exploration of the place of the individual, and of the immigrant, in an
America still in the process of defining its own identity.

Mission to Paris
In the arena of Parasitic-Aware Design of CMOS RF Circuits, efforts are aimed at the realization of true
single-chip radios with few, if any, off-chip components. Ironically, the on-chip passive components
required for RF integration pose miore serious challenges to SOC integration than the active CMOS and
BJT devices. This is not surprising since modern digital IC designs are dominated as much, or more, by
interconnectg characteristics than by active device properties. In any event, the co-integration of active
and passive devices in RFIC design represents a serious design problem and an even more daunting
manufacturing challenge. If conventional mixed-signal design techniques are employed, parasitics
associated with passive elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers, pads, etc.) and the
package effectively de-tune RF circuits rendering them sub-optimal or virtually useless. Hence, dealing
with parasitics in an effective way as part of the design process is an essential emerging methodology in
modern SOC design. The parasitic-aware RF circuit synthesis techinques described in this book
effectively address this critical problem.

Agent Zigzag
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The celebrated author of Double Cross and Rogue Heroes
returns with his greatest spy story yet, a thrilling Americans-era tale of Oleg Gordievsky, the Russian
whose secret work helped hasten the end of the Cold War. “The best true spy story I have ever
read.”—JOHN LE CARRÉ If anyone could be considered a Russian counterpart to the infamous British
double-agent Kim Philby, it was Oleg Gordievsky. The son of two KGB agents and the product of the
best Soviet institutions, the savvy, sophisticated Gordievsky grew to see his nation's communism as both
criminal and philistine. He took his first posting for Russian intelligence in 1968 and eventually became
the Soviet Union's top man in London, but from 1973 on he was secretly working for MI6. For nearly a
decade, as the Cold War reached its twilight, Gordievsky helped the West turn the tables on the KGB,
exposing Russian spies and helping to foil countless intelligence plots, as the Soviet leadership grew
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increasingly paranoid at the United States's nuclear first-strike capabilities and brought the world closer
to the brink of war. Desperate to keep the circle of trust close, MI6 never revealed Gordievsky's name to
its counterparts in the CIA, which in turn grew obsessed with figuring out the identity of Britain's
obviously top-level source. Their obsession ultimately doomed Gordievsky: the CIA officer assigned to
identify him was none other than Aldrich Ames, the man who would become infamous for secretly
spying for the Soviets. Unfolding the delicious three-way gamesmanship between America, Britain, and
the Soviet Union, and culminating in the gripping cinematic beat-by-beat of Gordievsky's nail-biting
escape from Moscow in 1985, Ben Macintyre's latest may be his best yet. Like the greatest novels of
John le Carré, it brings readers deep into a world of treachery and betrayal, where the lines bleed
between the personal and the professional, and one man's hatred of communism had the power to change
the future of nations.

Codename Tricycle
When Betty Farmer married double agent Eddie Chapman, Agent Zigzag, she knew her life would never
be ordinary. Yet even before her marriage to Eddie, her life involved incendiary bombs, serial killers,
film roles and love affairs with flying aces. After her marriage she coped with Eddie’s mistresses, his
criminal activities, separations and personal traumas. Coming from humble origins, Betty would, in
time, own a beauty business, a health farm and a castle in Ireland, become the friend and confidante of
film stars and an African president, and the honoured guest of Middle Eastern royalty. In an age where
women were still very much second-class, she became a perfect example of what, in spite of everything,
was possible.Much has been written about Eddie Chapman, films have been made, television
programmes produced. Yet alongside Eddie for most of his extraordinary life was an equally
extraordinary woman: Mrs Zigzag. This book tells the story of the Chapmans’ often fraught but
ultimately loving relationship for the first time.

A Foreign Field (Text Only)
The incredible untold story of WWII’s greatest secret fighting force, as told by our great modern master
of wartime intrigue Britain’s Special Air Service—or SAS—was the brainchild of David Stirling, a young,
gadabout aristocrat whose aimlessness in early life belied a remarkable strategic mind. Where most of
his colleagues looked at a battlefield map of World War II’s African theater and saw a protracted
struggle with Rommel’s desert forces, Stirling saw an opportunity: given a small number of elite, welltrained men, he could parachute behind enemy lines and sabotage their airplanes and war material.
Paired with his constitutional opposite, the disciplined martinet Jock Lewes, Stirling assembled a
revolutionary fighting force that would upend not just the balance of the war, but the nature of combat
itself. He faced no little resistance from those who found his tactics ungentlemanly or beyond the pale,
but in the SAS’s remarkable exploits facing the Nazis in the Africa and then on the Continent can be
found the seeds of nearly all special forces units that would follow. Bringing his keen eye for
psychological detail to a riveting wartime narrative, Ben Macintyre uses his unprecedented access to
SAS archives to shine a light inside a legendary unit long shrouded in secrecy. The result is not just a
tremendous war story, but a fascinating group portrait of men of whom history and country asked the
most.

For Your Eyes Only
"[T]he amazing story of a woman who lived through one of the worst times in human history, losing
family members to the Nazis but surviving with her spirit and integrity intact.” —Publishers Weekly
Marthe Cohn was a young Jewish woman living just across the German border in France when Hitler
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rose to power. Her family sheltered Jews fleeing the Nazis, including Jewish children sent away by their
terrified parents. But soon her homeland was also under Nazi rule. As the Nazi occupation escalated,
Marthe’s sister was arrested and sent to Auschwitz and the rest of her family was forced to flee to the
south of France. Always a fighter, Marthe joined the French Army and became a member of the
intelligence service of the French First Army. Marthe, using her perfect German accent and blond hair to
pose as a young German nurse who was desperately trying to obtain word of a fictional fiancé, would
slip behind enemy lines to retrieve inside information about Nazi troop movements. By traveling
throughout the countryside and approaching troops sympathetic to her plight--risking death every time
she did so--she learned where they were going next and was able to alert Allied commanders. When, at
the age of eighty, Marthe Cohn was awarded France’s highest military honor, the Médaille Militaire, not
even her children knew to what extent this modest woman had helped defeat the Nazi empire. At its
heart, this remarkable memoir is the tale of an ordinary human being who, under extraordinary
circumstances, became the hero her country needed her to be.

Double Cross
The memoirs of the notorious British double agent, who spied for the Soviet Union during and after
World War II, describes his role as the leader of the infamous Cambridge Five, his career in MI6 as head
of British Counter-intelligence, the Allied operations that he betrayed to the Soviets, and his life in the
Soviet Union. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

The Ben Macintyre Collection
Agent Zigzag: One December night in 1942, a Nazi parachutist landed in a Cambridgeshire field. His
mission: to sabotage the British war effort. His name was Eddie Chapman, but he would shortly become
MI5's Agent Zigzag. Dashing and louche, courageous and unpredictable, inside the traitor was a hero;
inside the villain, a man of conscience. The problem for Chapman, his many lovers and his spymasters,
was knowing where one ended and the other began.

Liberty Lady
The never-before-told story of Eric Roberts, who infiltrated a network of Nazi sympathizers in Great
Britain in order to protect the country from the grips of fascism June 1940: Europe has fallen to Adolf
Hitler’s army, and Britain is his next target. Winston Churchill exhorts the country to resist the Nazis,
and the nation seems to rally behind him. But in secret, some British citizens are plotting to hasten an
invasion. Agent Jack tells the incredible true story of Eric Roberts, a seemingly inconsequential bank
clerk who, in the guise of “Jack King”, helped uncover and neutralize the invisible threat of fascism on
British shores. Gifted with an extraordinary ability to make people trust him, Eric Roberts penetrated the
Communist Party and the British Union of Fascists before playing his greatest role for MI5: Hitler's man
in London. Pretending to be an agent of the Gestapo, Roberts single-handedly built a network of
hundreds of British Nazi sympathizers—factory workers, office clerks, shopkeepers —who shared their
secrets with him. It was work so secret and so sensitive that it was kept out of the reports MI5 sent to
Winston Churchill. In a gripping real-world thriller, Robert Hutton tells the fascinating story of an
operation whose existence has only recently come to light with the opening of MI5’s WWII files.
Drawing on these newly declassified documents and private family archives, Agent Jack shatters the
comforting notion that Britain could never have succumbed to fascism and, consequently, that the world
could never have fallen to Hitler. Agent Jack is the story of one man who loved his country so much that
he risked everything to stand against a rising tide of hate.
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A Spy Among Friends
Flesh and Bone offers the reader a solid background in forensic anthropology by outlining some of the
methods and procedures that best define the discipline. It introduces readers to the rapidly growing area
known as forensic science, providing a comprehensive look at many of the participants in the field. The
author avoids technical terminology whenever possible and includes updated photographs, charts, and
illustrations to complement the text.

Deep River
"I have a rendezvous with death, at some disputed barricade." Alan Seeger, 1916 In the first days of
World War I four soldiers, left behind as the British army retreated through northern France under the
first German onslaught, found themselves trapped on the wrong side of the Western Front, in a tiny
village called Villeret. Just a few miles from the Somme, the village would be permanently inundated
with German troops for the next four years, yet the villagers conspired to feed, clothe and protect the
fugitives under the very noses of the invaders, absorbing the Englishmen into their homes and lives until
they could pass for Picardy peasants. The leader of the band, Robert Digby, was a striking young man
who fell in love with Claire Dessenne, the prettiest maid in the village. In November 1915, with the guns
clearly audible from the battlefront, Claire gave birth to Digby's child, the jealous whispering began, and
the conspiracy that had protected the soldiers for half the war started to unravel. Never before told, Ben
Macintyre's The Englishman's Daughter is a harrowing tale of love, duplicity and their tragic
consequences, which haunt the people of Villeret eight decades after the Great War.

Zigzag
A wealthy lawyer, debonair ladies' man, consummate actor, and courageous gambler, Dusko Popov
played the role of playboy amongst the top echelons of British society to become one of Germany's most
trusted spies. In fact, he was one of Britain's most successful double agents, and, some say, the
inspiration for James Bond. With full access to FBI and MI5 records, along with private family papers,
his incredible adventures can now be told authoritatively for the first time. Recruited by the Abwehr in
1940, 27-year-old Popov immediately offered his services to the British. His code-name was Tricycle.
Throughout the war he fed the Germans with a constant stream of military 'intelligence', all vetted by
MI5, and came to be viewed as their most important and reliable agent in Britain. But when he was
ordered by the Abwehr to the United States to report on the defences at Pearl Harbor, J. Edgar Hoover,
Director of the FBI, failed to heed his warnings, distrusting all spies and detesting Popov in particular,
whom he considered to be 'a moral degenerate'. Facing the danger of exposure, arrest and execution on a
daily basis, Tricycle went on to build up a network known as the Yugoslav Ring, which not only
delivered a stream of false information to Berlin but also supplied vital intelligence to the Allies on
German rocketry, strategy and security. After the war Dusko Popov was granted British citizenship and
awarded an OBE. The presentation was made, appropriately, in the cocktail bar at the Ritz.

Iron Spy
D-Day, 6 June 1944, the turning point of the Second World War, was a victory of arms. But it was also a
triumph for a different kind of operation: one of deceit, aimed at convincing the Nazis that Calais and
Norway, not Normandy, were the targets of the 150,000-strong invasion force. The deception involved
every branch of Allied wartime intelligence - the Bletchley Park code-breakers, MI5, MI6, SOE,
Scientific Intelligence, the FBI and the French Resistance. But at its heart was the 'Double Cross
System', a team of double agents controlled by the secret Twenty Committee, so named because twenty
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in Roman numerals forms a double cross. The key D-Day spies were just five in number, and one of the
oddest military units ever assembled: a bisexual Peruvian playgirl, a tiny Polish fighter pilot, a Serbian
seducer, a wildly imaginative Spaniard with a diploma in chicken farming, and a hysterical
Frenchwoman whose obsessive love for her pet dog very nearly wrecked the entire deception. Their
enterprise was saved from catastrophe by a shadowy sixth spy whose heroic sacrifice is here revealed for
the first time. Under the direction of an eccentric but brilliant intelligence officer in tartan trousers,
working from a smoky lair in St James's, these spies would weave a web of deception so intricate that it
ensnared Hitler's army and helped to carry thousands of troops across the Channel in safety. These
double agents were, variously, brave, treacherous, fickle, greedy and inspired. They were not
conventional warriors, but their masterpiece of deceit saved countless lives. Their codenames were
Bronx, Brutus, Treasure, Tricycle and Garbo. This is their story.

Mrs Zigzag
'I am going to write the spy story to end all spy stories' One morning in February 1952, a journalist
called Ian Fleming sat down at his desk and set about creating a fictional secret agent. James Bond was
born and would go on to become one of the most successful, enduring and lucrative creations in
literature. But Bond's world of glamour and romance, gadgets and cocktails, espionage and villainy
wasn't entirely drawn from imagination: Fleming's background and his experiences as an intelligence
officer during the Second World War were all formative parts in the creation of the world's most famous
spy. Packed with astonishing detail and written in Macintyre's inimitable style, For Your Eyes Only is
the most enlightening, enlivening book on the creator of the spy who not only lived twice, but proved to
be immortal.

The Spy and the Traitor
The amazing tale of a resourceful and unscrupulous early-19th-century American adventurer who forges
his own kingdom in the wilds of Afghanistan.

Bridge of Spies
This edition does not include illustrations. A wartime romance, survival saga and murder mystery set in
rural France during the First World War. From the Number 1 bestselling author of ‘Agent ZigZag’ and
‘Operation Mincemeat’.

My Silent War
The Georgics has for many years been a source of fierce controversy among scholars of Latin literature.
Is the work optimistic or pessimistic, pro- or anti-Augustan? Should we read it as a eulogy or a bitter
critique of Rome and her imperial ambitions? This book suggests that the ambiguity of the poem is the
product of a complex and thorough-going engagement with earlier writers in the didactic tradition:
Hesiod, Aratus and - above all - Lucretius. Drawing on both traditional, philological approaches to
allusion, and modern theories of intertextuality, it shows how the world-views of the earlier poets are
subjected to scrutiny and brought into conflict with each other. Detailed consideration of verbal parallels
and of Lucretian themes, imagery and structural patterns in the Georgics forms the basis for a reading of
Virgil's poem as an extended meditation on the relations between the individual and society, the gods
and the natural environment.

Josiah the Great: The True Story of The Man Who Would Be King
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The Riveting Account of the American Who Inspired Kipling's Classic Tale and the John Huston Movie
In the year 1838, a young adventurer, surrounded by his native troops and mounted on an elephant,
raised the American flag on the summit of the Hindu Kush in the mountainous wilds of Afghanistan. He
declared himself Prince of Ghor, Lord of the Hazarahs, spiritual and military heir to Alexander the
Great. The true story of Josiah Harlan, a Pennsylvania Quaker and the first American ever to enter
Afghanistan, has never been told before, yet the life and writings of this extraordinary man echo down
the centuries, as America finds itself embroiled once more in the land he first explored and described
180 years ago. Soldier, spy, doctor, naturalist, traveler, and writer, Josiah Harlan wanted to be a king,
with all the imperialist hubris of his times. In an extraordinary twenty-year journey around Central Asia,
he was variously employed as surgeon to the Maharaja of Punjab, revolutionary agent for the exiled
Afghan king, and then commander in chief of the Afghan armies. In 1838, he set off in the footsteps of
Alexander the Great across the Hindu Kush and forged his own kingdom, only to be ejected from
Afghanistan a few months later by the invading British. Using a trove of newly discovered documents
and Harlan's own unpublished journals, Ben Macintyre's The Man Who Would Be King tells the
astonishing true story of the man who would be the first and last American king.

Agent Jack
Do you know your geek-speak from your geek-chic? Ever wanted to put Humpty Dumpty together
again? Can you distinguish Spanglish from Chinglish? We adapt words from other languages, from
slang, from developments in science, literature and art. Learn the advantages of having your own
signature word; why the lifts in the House of Commons have posh accents; and discover the discreet art
of the loophemism. Witty and utterly delightful, The Last Word will tease, tickle and tantalise those who
enjoy all things lexical.

Operation Garbo
Known as Fritz to his German spy-handlers and Zig-Zag to the British secret service, Eddie Chapman
was a man of many faces. While his early life was rife with petty crime, gang activity and a
dishonourable discharge from the British military, Chapman's unique skills were eventually sought out
by Nazi Germany, and after convincing them he could use his criminal contacts to sabotage the English
forces, he was quickly recruited. But Chapman's loyalty to his country knew no limits. A talented,
handsome, and reckless Englishman, Chapman was a traitor on the surface but a fearless patriot on the
inside. After cracking Germany's military code, the British sought Chapman for their own affairs, and
Chapman was happy to oblige. Eventually being awarded the prestigious Nazi Iron Cross for services to
Germany while acting as a double agent for Britain, Chapman's espionage efforts involved masterful
deceit and feats which few men alive could ever boast of. Eddie Chapman's life story is an unbelievable
journey of crime, jail-breaks, treachery, and love. He was responsible for saving countless lives during
his career, cementing himself as the ultimate double agent during World War II.
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